
 

 

 

APEX Ground Anchor Installation Instructions 

Thank You for choosing Image4 Security! 

Thank you for purchasing from Image4 Security. We pride ourselves on our customer service so if 

you have any issues or questions, please call us on 01384 442 646, or visit our website 

www.image4security.com for FAQ.  

Skill Level Required: 

Intermediate – please ensure you have the relevant skills necessary to 

complete the job. If in doubt please seek professional help or call us: 

Image4 Security – 01384442646.   

 

Equipment included: 

Item: Quantity: 

Ground Anchor 1 

Sleeve Anchor 4 

Ball Bearing 4 

 

Equipment required for installation:      

Hammer Drill 12mm⌀ Bit 16mm⌀ Bit 

Vacuum Hole Brush Metal detector 

Hammer Allan Key 6mm Masking Tape 

 

Installation Instructions: 

1. Check floor using metal detector for any pipe work.  

2. Using the anchor as a template, mark out the holes using a pencil. 

3. Remove anchor and drill all 4 holes with a pilot 12mm⌀ and then with 16mm⌀ to a depth of 

80mm. Ensure drill is square to floor when drilling. (we recommend drilling a pilot hole 

in the centre of your four holes to establish the depth of your concrete floor first). 

4. Thoroughly clean out holes and surrounding area from debris using vacuum and hole 

brush. 

5. Insert one sleeve anchor into each of the 4 holes until flush with the surface. Tap with 

hammer if needed. 

6. Remove bolt from each sleeve by rotating anti-clockwise. Use Allen key if needed. 

7. Offer anchor over holes marrying up base plate holes with sleeve anchors. 

8. Insert bolt back into each sleeve and rotate bolt head clockwise until tight using Allen key 

6mm. 

9. Insert 1 ball bearing into each of the bolt heads. Use a piece of paper to fill the hole then 

push the ball bearing snug in to place (across). 
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